Margo Okazawa-Rey
Noted Feminist Scholar and Activist

Events at UNC at Chapel Hill March 7-8th, 2022

Mar. 7th • 12p | Open • Lunch with Grad Students
Hosted by the Dept. of Women’s & Gender Studies • Outdoor Tent (by Smith Bldg, 150 Cameron)

Mar. 7th • 5:30p | Feminisms & Activism
Discussion w/ Heidi Kim, Dir., Asian American Center and Tanya Shields, Dir., Carolina Seminars
Stone Center Multipurpose Rm • In person and Live Stream

Mar. 8th • 12p | Open • Lunch with Faculty
Hosted by the Dept. of Women’s & Gender Studies • Outdoor Tent (by Smith Bldg, 150 Cameron)

Co-Sponsors: Sonja H Stone Center | Carolina Seminars | Asian American Center
            The Alliance | Carolina Women’s Center

For more information: the Stone Center, 919-962-9001
Stonecenter@unc.edu
All events in-person and will conform to the University’s Covid19 Community Standards
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